A wagon train is a group of wagons travelling together. Before the extensive use of military vehicles, baggage trains followed an army with supplies and ammunition. In the American West, settlers traveling across the plains and mountain passes in covered wagons banded together for mutual assistance. Although wagon trains are associated with the Old West, the Trekboers of South Africa also traveled in caravans of covered wagons.

WESTERN MAINLINES - SCENARIOS

Note: Some of the scenarios use default Train Simulator stock, but for certain scenarios to run correctly, the following locomotives/routes are required. Add-ons followed by 'Steam' in brackets can be purchased from the Steam website: EWS Class 67 (Steam), South Wales Coastal Route Add-On (Steam), Arriva Trains Wales DMU Pack Add-On (Steam). BR Class 50 Loco Add-on (Steam). BR Class 101 DMU Add-on (Steam). Class 66 EWS (Steam).